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Across
5. sound effects

14. an argument or set of reason to oppose 

an idea or theory

17. a mistaken belief thinking one's argument 

is true but is invalid

18. a statement or theory made to be be 

maintained true

19. someone's view or judgement twaords 

something

21. statement that can be proven

24. good at persuading someone to believe 

something through reasoning

26. a comparison between two things that are 

similar while using colons

27. excessive pride and admiration over one's 

appearance or achievements

28. don't allow for the open, two-way 

exchange of ideas upon which meaningful 

conversations depend

29. a staement about a group the emphasis 

that everyone in that group is the same way

30. making a statement that sounds more 

serious or bigger than it really is

Down
1. expressing the meaning using different 

words for clarity

2. a method to persuade someone based on 

evidence and reasoning

3. an unpleasant emotion to think something 

is dangerous or unsafe

4. a formal statement testifying to someone's 

character and qualifications.

6. the appeal that everyone is doing 

something so you should to

7. to persuade someone with image, color, 

and pictures

8. advocates a change from the status quo, 

or the way things are today

9. a form of defeasible argument in which a 

claimed authority's support is used as evidence 

for an argument's conclusion

10. is a method of persuasion that's designed 

to create an emotional response

11. general statement or concept by inference 

from specific cases

12. implied not plainly expressed

13. words and phrases have strong emotional 

implications

15. a exchange of diverging oppiste views

16. state or assert that something is the case, 

typically without providing evidence or proof

20. an argument or reaction) directed against 

a person rather than the position they are 

maintaining

22. explaining the main point in a short 

statement

23. feeling sorry for someone or something

25. stated clearly in detail


